NOCALL Spring Institute RDA Workshop - April 8th, 2011
Prepared by Kathy Winzer, Catalog Librarian, Robert Crown Law Library, Stanford University.
Email: kwinzer@stanford.edu

TRAINING OPTIONS – (A Very Small Sample)
STANFORD USED:
•

Library of Congress freely available presentations, including Train the Trainer Workshop, at:
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/RDAtest/rdatraining.html

•

Adam Schiff’s RDA presentation—several are listed on the page, but Adam told me the last one
for the Oregon Library Association Annual Meeting is the most complete and up to date
http://faculty.washington.edu/aschiff/

OTHER RESOURCES
•

Joint Steering Committee’s list of presentations page; includes pdfs, Powerpoint, and some video
presentations by Barbara Tillett, Judy Kuhagen, Robert Maxwell, and many other RDA experts.
A caveat for this page—the presentations are not necessarily up to date—Adam’s presentation,
for example, is listed there but is not the current version.
http://www.rda-jsc.org/rdapresentations.html

•

Association for Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS) RDA Webinars. Not yet
listed, but in the works is RDA for Law, tentatively scheduled for November 2, 2011. John
Hostage, current AALL representative to CC:DA will present the law rules.
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/alcts/confevents/upcoming/webinar/cat/rda.cfm

•

A unique RDA page by the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute with many links to all sorts
of resources, training and otherwise; illustrated with whatever they could find. The Institute was
one of the test participants, and probably the only one using humor to illustrate RDA. The last
time I checked this link there was a catalog record for a streaming video of a dance presentation
that took place in Second Life. The page is called:
Resource Description and Access Happy Fun Time Companion (or, in case that doesn’t work):
http://sites.google.com/site/codlinandshort/home

•

A Johns Hopkins wiki has helpful information at:
https://wiki.library.jhu.edu/display/MSELTS/RDA+Training+and+Resources

For the official Joint Steering Committee statement concerning the RDA Test, see:
http://www.rda-jsc.org/rdafaq.html#12
Dave Reser of the Library of Congress provided a lengthy summary of the total records produced in the
US RDA Test, Oct. 1-Dec. 31, 2010. Below are the totals taken from the full summary:
Bibliographic

Authority

Formal common original

1514

1226

Formal common copy

122

Formal extra set

7786

10184

Informal

1148

1390

Totals

10570

12800

Stanford University produced
Formal extra set

464 with surveys

254 authorities with surveys

Informal extra set

561 without surveys

1,273 without surveys

Total Stanford participants: 8 Metadata Unit catalogers, including 1 paraprofessional; 1 music cataloger;
2 law catalogers, including 1 paraprofessional
Stanford did not produce copy cataloging records, since we accept copy as it comes in; that is we do not
change AACR2 records to RDA if the record is otherwise acceptable.
Stanford’s decisions post-test are documented here:
http://lib.stanford.edu/metadata-department/stanford-rda-post-test-stanford-vs-lc-decisions-upd-22011

